Rural Organising, Community Building and Economic Empowerment
at
SEWA
Self Employed Women’s Association (SEWA)
is a member-based organisation of poor selfemployed women workers. It has a
membership of 13.1 million women workers in
10 states of India. Founded from Ahmedabad,
Gujarat, the maximum membership is from
this State. These women work in the informal
sector of the economy and do not have a fixed
employer-employee relationship. SEWA’s
main goal is to organize the women worker’s
for full employment and self-reliance. Full
employment means employment whereby
workers obtain work security, income security, food security and social security (at least health
care, child care and shelter). By self-reliance we mean that women should be self reliant,
individually and collectively, both economically and in terms of decision-making ability.
SEWA organizes these women workers through the strategy of struggle and development. The
struggle is against many constraints and limitations imposed on them by the society and the
economy, while development activities strengthen women’s bargaining power and offers them
new alternatives. Practically, the strategy is carried out through the joint action of union and
cooperatives.
SEWA movement is enhanced by a confluence of three movements – the labour movement, the
cooperative movement and the women’s movement.
Nearly 2/3rd of SEWA’s membership is in the rural areas.

Rural Organizing and Community Building
SEWA’s approach to rural organizing is area-specific and demand driven; the communities
themselves are the designers and implementers of all community-based activities, under the
leadership of SEWA’s members. SEWA helps women members in rural communities build and
operate their own organizations. By organizing themselves into cooperatives and district level
federations, the members develop collective bargaining power and create for themselves
alternative sources of employment, and thereby, livelihood security for their families.
Livelihood activities are structured according to local needs and regional characteristics. Overall,
SEWA members have formed cooperatives or producer groups around a variety of activities from
water conservation and dairy production to craftwork, reforestation and salt farming, with each
intervention tailored to local conditions.
SEWA believes in the primacy of local ownership and knowledge. Village women are trained in
the skills necessary to competently administer their own organizations and cooperatives. As such,
spearhead teams are formed to lead each cooperative. Spearhead teams are comprised of local
organizers who take charge of all of SEWA’s activities. The spearhead team’s members are in the

proportion of 80% leaders and 20% SEWA organizers. The team leaders (aagewans) are selected
on the criteria of their long experience in working with SEWA. Spearhead team members, or
‘barefoot managers’ undergo intensive training in administration, financial management and the
technical aspects of their trade.

Economic Empowerment
SEWA’s experience shows that when women have the capacity to anticipate risks and use their
resources, they are well equipped to deal with the realities effectively and can gradually climb out
of poverty. SEWA believes that the economic power cannot only be left in the hands of those
who have capital or to governments; but workers must also conceive, build and expand their own
economic strength by establishing their own economic institutions. Over past three decades,
SEWA has been helping its members to form their own economic and community organizations
that directly link up with the economic mainstream.
Till date SEWA has been successful in organizing and empowering poor, self-employed women
into more than 3200 self help groups (SHG), more than 110 co-operatives and more than 15
associations/federations. All these Micro Enterprises (MEs) deal in 184 income-generating
activities such as craft work, nursery, weaving and making paper stationery out of recycled paper,
incense sticks, soap/washing powder, eatables like pickles etc.
In order to achieve this and help the members achieve economic empowerment, SEWA follows
integrated approach that is found on the following beliefs. There is surplus of labour and less of
employment opportunities in the rural areas. Therefore, there is a need to collectively organize
these members so that they have an increased bargaining power.
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

The poor need collective, organised strength (through their associations) to be able to
actively participate in the planning, implementation and monitoring processes of the
programmes meant for them, and also in all other affairs of the nation.
Capital formation can play key role at the household level through access to financial
services (savings, credit and insurance) to build up and create assets in their own name
(land, house, workshed, equipment, cattle, bank balance). Asset ownership is the surest
weapon to fight the vulnerability to poverty.
Capacity building is the true approach to make poor producers stand firm in the
competitive market i.e. access to market infrastructure, access to technology information,
education, knowledge, relevant skills, (like financial management and planning).
Capacity building is also essential for women to run their own organizations.
The poor need social security – at least health care, childcare, shelter and insurance to
combat the chronic and acute risks faced by members and their families; to enhance their
well-being and productivity and to ensure that sickness or sudden crises are not a drain on
their fragile household economies.

Thus, in SEWA’s strategy the workers do not remain workers but become the owners and
managers of their trades and organisations. This is the first step in the self-governance. The
women get recognized as workers and producers. This gradually brings self-respect and dignity
within the household and in the community.

SEWA experience has been that the empowerment of poor women workers in the informal sector
through self-governance is a slow process that leads to building of strong value based
democratically functioning organisations which then help in up scaling.
SEWA has transformed itself into a large and growing organisation of women engaged in broader
issues of poverty reduction, women empowerment and development with an integrated
perspective. The managerial and operational structures and systems of SEWA keep women’s
development and security at the core of their functioning. All such structures and systems aim at
building suitable self-governance mechanism at various levels.
In this context, SEWA has set-up community learning and business resource centers at the village
cluster level. These centers are located within the communities where disaster strategies are
executed or livelihood care is needed. Community members run the centers themselves. All the
programmatic activities undertaken at the centers are also decided by them, thus ensuring the
primacy of local knowledge, and decision-making.
All these business resource centers are well equipped
with necessary infrastructure, tools and equipments on
the basis of the needs of the community in the respective
districts, technology, etc. Various business related
activities are also operational at these business resource
centers through partnerships with private sector. This
includes marketing of various products through the
RUDI brand, repairs and maintenance of bicycles, using
mobile phones as a PCO, etc. While SEWA as an
organization helps to facilitate the development of the centers, capacity-building training ensures
that local leadership promptly are capable of administrating the centers on their own.

Livelihood Opportunities and Opportunities Enabling Livelihood
Security
The major livelihood initiatives undertaken by SEWA which are viable and sustainable are :
a) Artisan Support Programme
For most of the rural poor their traditional skills often
become major source of income and livelihood. SEWA
organized more than 25000 artisans. They now earn an
income of Rs 3000 to 5000 per month with an annual
turnover of Rs. 25,000,000

b) Weavers Support Programme
A large number of SEWA members from the districts of Anand and Kutch are weavers. In all
there are 3000 SEWA members who are engaged in weaving. They regularly earn an income of
Rs. 2500 to 5000 from this activity.
c) Salt Farming
SEWA has organized 8000 salt farmers who work on the
saltpans in the Little Rann of Kutch. These members regularly
earn a revenue of Rs. 2500 to 3000. The total annual turnover

for these salt farmers is 75000 MT of salt amounting to Rs 1 crore and 65 lakhs.

d) Agriculture

Agriculture and agricultural labour are the main
occupation of majority of SEWA members.
Through SEWA’s ongoing agriculture campaign
the turnover reached almost Rs. 8 crores.

1. Market led Skill Building
SEWA focuses on the traditional trades and
occupation using the traditional skills of the
members. These trades and occupations
include agriculture, nursery raising, para vets, salt farming, artisan support, etc. At the same
time SEWA also works on newer skills which will help in diversification.
SEWA provides market led skills to enhance the employability of unorganized sector
workers. These trainings are conducted for more than 25,000 households who are semi skilled
workers to improve their skills and for the laborers to enable them set-up their own micro
enterprises. This leads to an increase in the employability as well as an increase in the
income. The trainings include all the aspects like technical, marketing and financial for the
members to start their own enterprises. The trainees are also provided with market linkages.
SEWA has so far trained the youth in emerging areas such as (1) Vision care management (2)
hospitality (3) garment structure and garmenting (4) retailing (5) paramedical (6) para
veterinary (7) water technicians.
In partnership with the Industry SEWA is launching a “School of Skill Development” –
“Kaushalya”. This school based on the market potential, has developed skill development
modules in consultation with Industry for the informal sector workers. The school will train
2,00,000 women in next 5 years.
2. Building a cadre of barefoot Managers
The SEWA Manager’s School (SMS) began in 2005 as a capacity building institution within
SEWA with the goal of facilitating economic self-sustainability through building a cadre of
grassroots managers. Currently there are no such institutes who cater to the managerial
capacity building of the grass root women.
The objective of SMS is two-fold: the capacity of members will be developed thereby
building the capacity of member’s own economic institutions. In recent years, SEWA has put
a new emphasis on economic self-sustainability, and therefore, a focus on developing the
organizational capacities of District Associations (which are independent, member-run
economic organizations) has been paramount. The increase in organizational capacity of
District Associations would enable them to increase revenues, improve quality of and
increase types of training programs offered, increase amount of revolving fund available for
micro-lending and allow District Associations to move towards financial self-sustainability.

The focus of SMS was planned around capacity building in general management, planning
and budgeting, monitoring, evaluation and human behavior, particularly leadership and
communication skills. The major thrust has been on creating sustainable livelihoods for
members and their organizations through trainings in developing a business perspective and
micro enterprise management.
Manager’s School imparts business management trainings through mini MBA course to the
group leaders, members and executive committee members of the association. Till date
8,00,000 members have been trained by the Manager School.
3. Green Livelihoods
Through green Energy and Green livelihood initiative 139,665 members earn Average
Annual total income of Rs. 1,175 million. SEWA has trained countless women in water
conservation, well repair, nursery raising, fodder growing, vermicompost production, and
other environmentally friendly and economically beneficial activities. Biomass, which was
earlier burnt, is now being used as a source of organic manure. More than 13 lakh farmer
families have been benefited from these eco-friendly campaigns, 26 Lakh hectares of land are
brought under organic cultivation and approximately 20,18,149 trees have been successfully
planted and maintained.
SEWA Gram Mahila Haat (SGMH)
SGMH is a state level apex marketing organization established with the aim of strengthening the
rural distribution network. The local market is identified and marketing strategies implemented
for the products of rural informal sector women. This activity is conducted through the District
Associations. SGMH targets local, national and international markets. SGMH strives to
strengthens the bargaining power of the village women workers and thereby help the members in
achieving self-reliance and full employment thus making the members’ owners and managers of
their trade and activities. SGMH is active in the 14 districts of Gujarat. Currently SGMH

works with more than 6,000 groups and approximately 132,000 women.
RUDI

RUDI provides integrated marketing services to the rural producers through exploring;
developing & establishing first the internal (local market) and then the national market
for rurally produced products. RUDI comprises procurement, processing, packaging and
marketing of food grains at the local level. The essence of the Rudi bazaar initiative is to
strengthen rural economy through rural procurement and rural distribution. Thus all the products
that are sold under this brand name have been procured from the rural areas, and their distribution
too is in the rural areas itself. This distribution network would enable to provide multiple
employment opportunities, reduced incidental expenses, reach of agricultural products and nonagricultural products to customers at affordable prices and required quantity and good quality,
elimination of middlemen and socio-economic development. In the year 2009-2010, RUDI
achieved a turnover of Rs. 3 crores.
Nirmaan- Construction Workers Company

With a view to turning the skills of the members like masonry, carpentry, and production of
construction items into a livelihood opportunity SEWA and its members have formed a Company
for construction and allied workers – SEWA Nirmaan. SEWA Nirmaan members have also been
trained by Mahindra GESCO.
Today, SEWA has a trained workforce of nearly 1400 masons whose lives and livelihoods have
become securer on account of SEWA efforts. In order to compete in the markets and take up
construction work on a sustainable basis these masons need access to funds, access to new
technology and regular refresher trainings for better building practices; they need to organize. As
a group they will be in a better position to access schemes programmes, as also high value work
opportunities and negotiate terms of trade in their favour. These workers shall be trained for
creating and strengthening rural infrastructure and they will be provided market linkages.
SEWA Trade Facilitation Centre (STFC)
STFC was established by the artisan members of SEWA to turn their activity in to the
commercial venture with the main objective of promoting access to national and global markets.
STFC has been registered as a Section 25 company, owned and managed by the women artisans.
It is a unique company where artisans themselves are the suppliers and shareholders. It plays a
facilitator role by providing a whole range of business development inputs ranging from market
readiness, market linkages, market intelligence, product development, quality standardization, R
& D, Information systems, access to capital, state of the art technology, to its member-producers
to help them become ‘Market Ready’. 15,000 artisans who are the members of the company are
also the shareholders of STFC. STFC has an annual turnover of Rs. 25,000,000.
Lessons Learnt and Way Forward
SEWA’s experiences says that for generating sustainable livelihood for the poor rural women
workers it is very important that the approach should be two pronged wherein (a) the thrust is on
building local skills as well as organisations owned by the community themselves and (b)
building supply chain and managerial capacity leading to sustainable livelihood generation. This
leads to upscaling and mainstreaming of poor women workers and their organisations.
Given the rich experiences in promotion of sustainable livelihood, SEWA proposes to contribute
as a resource organisation and SEWA Manager ni School as a training organisation.
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